Embassy of India
Amman

This is to inform that An Air India flight AI-1934 is scheduled on 04 September 2020 at 1000 hrs on the sector AMMAN-DELHI-LUCKNOW to repatriate the stranded Indians in Jordan. The details of the Air-fare and baggage entitlement are as follows:

I) The ticket fare for DELHI:
   a) Economy class JD 480/- with 30kg baggage allowance.
   b) Business class JD 680/- with 40 kg baggage allowance.

ii) The ticket fare for LUCKNOW:
    a) Economy class JD 540/- with 30kg baggage allowance.
    b) Business class JD 800/- with 40 kg baggage allowance.

The passengers who have been approved for this flight need to bring their original passport, signed Undertaking already sent by email and deposit the Airfare at the counter at the Embassy of India, Amman, operational from 0930 to 1630 hrs from 31 Aug – 02 Sep 2020. The ticket will be sent to the email ID and in case any passenger does not have any email ID, the hard copy can be collected from the counter at the Embassy.

The passengers will need to report at Amman Airport latest by 0600 hrs on 04 September 2020. Please wear masks and gloves while reaching airport. The Passengers are also requested to follow all instructions and cooperate with the officials at both the Airports and flight crew during the flight.

(*Exclusive of Miscellaneous charges.)

*******